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FOREWORD

Since its inception In the early sixties, m1croteach1ng has been 
widely acclaimed as an effective means of telescoping practical teaching 
experiences Into an Intensive preserviceprogram: In microteachlng, 
clinical training concentrates preservice teachers' attention on vital 
elements of classroom Instruction procedures, and minimizes irrelevant 
aspects. Working 1n small groups, students teach a brief lesson; 
participate In a critique, frequently accompanied by videotaped feedback; 
then rethink, revise, and reteach the lesson. This sequence 1s. repeated 
until satisfactory mastery Is attained. 

The author's of this publication are leading proponents of micro- 
teaching. Dr..Robert N. Bush was one of the original developers of the 
strategy at Stanford University, and has continued his research Into 
microteachlng's effects. Dr. Philip C. McKnight, who as a teaching 
assistant worked with Dr. Bush at Stanford University In the late sixties, 
now 1s Director of the Office of Instructional Resources at the University 
of Kansas. They have selected  entries for the bibliography from the 
ERIC data files, Resources in Education (RIE) and Current Index to Journals 
in Education" (C-IJETTheir introduction provides a historical perspective 
and a description of the categorical arrangement of entries. 

Documents abstracted in RIE generally are unavailable from commercial 
sources; however, they usually can be obtained in either microfiche or 
xerographic copy from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS). An 
EDRS. order form is Included at the end of this booklet. CUE articles 
are not reproduced by ERIC; readers are referred to the original journals, 
available in many libraries.

The purpose of this bibliography 1s not only to acquaint readers 
with documents available from a search of the ERIC data bases, but to 
serve as a departure for further study as well. Assistance in making 
ERICholdings on micro teaching more extensive Is welcome, and .readers 
are encouraged to submit documents for.evaluation and possible. Inclusion 
in the ERIC data base. 

Appreciation 1s expressed to the authors for their careful analysis 
of the citations, and to Max.ine Si Us, formerly publications associate 
at the Clearinghouse on Information Resources, Stanford University. 
When that clearinghouse was transferred to Syracuse University, work on 
the bibliography had been virtually .completed. Because of the Impor 
tance of the microteachlng concept and techniques to teacher education 
programs, the Clearinghouse 01) Teacher Education assumed responsibility 
for the final production of this-document and,. Its distribution through 
the series, Bibliographies on Educational Topic*. We hope that this 
publication will prove useful, to researchers and practitioners alike.

Karl Massanari
Director, ERIC Clearinghouse, 

on Teacher Education 



INTRODUCTION 

Micro teaching represents a significant departure 'from traditional 
forms of teacher training .and research. The assumptions behind Its Initial 
development at Stanford University In'the early 1960s by R. N. Bush,. D. W. 
Alien, and F. T, McDonald reflected alternative views to the more traditional 
beliefs about the most efficient way(s) of preparing preservlce teachers 
for their professional(careers. Instead of having students accustom themselves 
to the classroom environment over a long period of student observation 
(typically six months tb two years) and/or «1d1ng and/or teaching, the 
mlcroteachlng c11n1cwas seen as being capable of acclimating students to 
teaching over a much shorter period (e.g. three months). Frequent mlcroteach 
lng sessions complemented work 1n foundation and method courses. It was 
assumed that mlcroteachlng, accompanied by positive, Intensive supervision 
and guidance, would adequately replicate longer training programs. Early 
studies comparing microteaching with traditional student teaching Indicated 
that the assomptlons were valid because 1t was able to provide a succinct, 
realistic, and nurturant teaching environment. Though a scaled down teaching 
encounter, mlcroteachlng is not simulated teaching. Teachers are teaching--- 
not role playing. What has been, eliminated are many, of the extraneous 
variables of .traditional programs. It 1s a helpful,'supportive setting 
because 1t reduces the complexity and the scope of such classroom components, 
as the number of students and length of lessons, and because 1t provides 
the trainees with Information about their  performance Immediately after the 
lesson.1s completed. The typical lesson follows a regular sequence: after 
teaching a brief lesson^ usually five to ten minutes, to.a small group of 
students (4-8), the trainee and the supervisor (often a more experienced 
teacher) critique the lesson. 'If a videotape recording has been made of 
the 'lesson, 1t 1s replayed at this point. After the critique, the trainee 
1s given time to revise the lesson before reteacMng It, usually to"a 
different group of student's. The reteach 1s also followed by a critique, 
and the process 1s repeated until a specified level of mastery 1s attained. 

Many variations of this pattern are possible, reflecting a high degree 
of flexibility which 1s an Important part of mlcroteacMng's value. For 
example, teachers may be given training 1n a teaching skill before the 
Initial teaching session. In the original work at Stanford University on 
the development of mlcroteachlng and the technical skills of teaching, 
training Involved the presentation of a skill through videotaped models. A 
variety of training and research configurations are available by using 
different lesson lengths, number of students, subject level and content, 
the use. of videotape and/or supervisor feedback, and the presence of model 

/'tapes' of teaching skills. Such control of the variables has been of great 
value to training and research efforts formerly hampered by the .distracting 
and confounding nature of a variety of natural classroom settings. In 

/training programs, for example, Integration of theory and practice 1n the 
school was affected adversely by the difficulties In achieving .continuous 
and coherent programs of supervision. 

The'vse of videotape presentation and feedback also hetys to make more 
parsimonious use of time. Videotaped (or filmed) models of teaching skills 

https://lesson.1s


provide the teacher with-a precise, Valid notion of the attributes and 
advantages of the skill to be practiced. The substantial amount of research 
on the power of modeling to change behavior suggests that the teacher will, 
In-fact, emulate and adapt the skill In subsequent teaching. 

Videotape used In the playback session after, the. lesson ertables the 
'teacher to receive complete, and .reliable Information a'bout the performance. 
.Ins'tead of receiving feedback secondhand and often, long after,the fact from 
a supervisor's subjective memory, the teacher Is able to see himself as the 

^students saw him. Videotape 1s so Important to mlcroteacMng's value that 
•although microteaching can be done without 1t, ft seems as 1f they are 
always associated.' -These basic aspects of microteaching components permit 
them to be manipulated .for different training and research purposes. This 
not only allows versatility, but permits.teachers, supervisors, and researchers 
to see both the big and the little picture of their plans and actions, for 
example, technical skills can be taught'and/or studied 1n a controlled 
context, yet their general power and place in the larger classroom environ 
ment, can also be accounted for. 

The. parsimonious and manageable nature of micro teaching 1s the result 
•of the scientific approach to teaching which was taken by the .developers of 
microteaching and which'led to a component approach to its design.' In the 
same way .45 the- study of teaching has been broken down Into what has been 
•called "micro-criteria" 1h recent years, microteacMng 1s, 1n actuality, a 
series of'variables. Because, of this discreteness they can each be addressed 
separately, enabling the final composite program to be based upon a careful 
decision-making process Involving each-of microteaching's attributes. This 
component Identification has made research on teaching and microteaching 
easier and more useful. It has also made* teacher .training more understand 
able to beginning teachers and to experienced teachers also. .Thus, microteaching 
not only reflects a newer and promising attitude toward-the improvement of 
teaching, but has contributed 1n an important way to the spread of that 
attitude by giving the practitioner as well as the researcher the means of 
breaking the teaching process into more' manageable parts. 

The early years of microteaching at Stanford saw complementary training 
and research efforts. The complementary aspect of the work 1s notable 
because 1t Indicated that research on teaching could proceed harmoniously, 
even unobtrusively, with teacher training. This was of course due in part 
to the removal of training and research from the busy school setting to the 
more manageable university setting—the microteaching clinic--and in part 
to the scaled down, controlled -setting with identifiable variables. But 
the most Important aspect of such cooperative efforts may be  that teachers 
and researchers could begin to see how they are both concerned with the 

.same phenomena. It seems obvious that this should be the case—but when 
training and research were separated 1n location, separate ideas and Ideals 
emerged. Bringing the two'together may be one- of the most beneficial 
aspects of microteaching. Through common tasks and focus, a more valid, 
comprehensive understanding of the problems should emerge--as, forexample, 
when the methods course teacher works with the psychologist in planning a 
training sequence.on the skill of questioning in discussion groups. 

https://sequence.on


RESEARCH AND" DEVELOPMENT: 1970-1975

Although several studies have focused on a comparison of micro- 
teaching with other types of teacher training, most of the research has 
attempted to develop and refine the components pf the program. These 
efforts have Involved Interaction analysis systems; different configurations 
of modeling,'feedback,.and supervision; effects'of microteaching as a 
basic research strategy; applications of the'concept to various training 
situations a"nd settings outside the United States (notably Australia, 
Germany, Nigeria, Sweden, and Scotland); and the use of microteaching 1n 
assertion training and.self counseling. In addition, there have been 
several b1b!1ograph1es'and review papers on the concept and its components. 

For the present review, the following major categories were selected 
to permit the' sources reviewed to be'categorized 1n a reasonably distinct
manner;. 

I. Research on Mlcroteachlng Versus Other Types' of Teacher Training 

II. Research and Development Aspect of Mlcroteachlng 

Mlcroteachlng components' studied Included patterns and styles of 
supervision and feedback (Including self and supervisory feedback, remote
vs. face to face feedback, Immediate vs. delayed feedback, and written vs.
videotaped and audio vs. videotaped feedback); feedback conditions and the
type of teaching skill; videotaping; and trainee role expectations of the 
supervisors. Four studies focused on the effects of modeling on trainees' 
verbal and nonverbal behavior, while three studies dealt with reactions, and, 
evaluations to mlcroteachlng. The six studies on Interaction analysis 
systems represent an Important Integration of two recent Innovations 1n 
education. Symbiotic Integration of mlcroteachlng and Interaction analysis 
research should be of significant value to both training and research. 
Mlcroteachlng should provide a valuable training and development context 
for Interaction analysis, while interaction analysis procedures should help 
Improve the value of feedback to students and researchers. In the case of 
the technical skills of teaching, for example, more reliable and valid 
feedback may assist 1n the efforts to validate the skills and to provide 
them with a conceptual framework. 

Other areas of research reflecting the refinement of mlcroteachlng to 
provide more sophisticated training are Indicated by the studies on verbal 
and nonverbal behaviors 1n mlcroteachlng, and the Influence of personalities 
on the process. 

As might be expected., there has been considerable Interest In the 
effect of mlcroteachlng Itself on subsequent teacher behavior and student 
achievement. Nineteen., studies were made of Its effects on such thing's as 
interpersonal relationships 1n teaching, student attitudes 1n an elementary 
science methods course, the evaluative behavior-of pre-student behaviors, 
student teacher classroom performance,- and question-asking skills of preser- 
vlce secondary science teachers. 



Ill* HlcfbteacMnq'as a Basic Strategy. 1n Educational Research and Development 

Each research effort Involving microteaching can be seen as contrib 
uting to the development of Its .research and training capability. The 
studies Involving Interaction analysis.are obvious examples. Two pertain 
ing to adult education and the minicourse reflect this also, as do more 
general art-teles by Aubertine and Shore.- 

IV. Description'Of Programs Using Mlcroteachlng 

the majority of the articles reviewed fall-most clearly Into this 
category. As-might be expected, teacher education has utilized mtcroteach- 
1ng frequently. Articles focused on such efforts as the use of microteaching
for training,science teachers in the use of alternate laboratory behaviors, 
the use of .individualized instruction analysis, and experiments with
closed circuit television.- The use of videotape recordings^for both 
model Ing-and feedback continues to be of Interest to a variety of training 
programs. Training programs for teachers of'culturally diverse children 
have adopted the concept, as .have those In vocational* education,, open 
schools, and competency based business' education . Use of. It has been 
made for assessing the stability of social studies classroom verbal 
Interaction,'to field-test.Inservlce training materials, 1n off-campus 
laboratory experiences,' for change one year after training, and to 
assess the value of strategies designed to Increase "creative hypothesizing." 

After reviewing these articles, one 1s left with the Impression 
that the flexibility of the components has not only permitted adaptation 
of mlcroteacMng to a wide variety of teacher education programs, but 
has actually encouraged such development. Mlcroteachlng can be readily 
adapted to a program's unique goals and situation without great admlnlstra-
tlve expense.' 'Suph seems to be. the case In'the nine articles about the 

.,use of mlcroteachlng 1n the preparation of foreign language teachers, 1n 
post-secondary education for training'teaching assistants, and personal 
•g'rowth programs. 

.Surprisingly, only two articles dealt specifically with the technical
skills of teaching. Further development ot the skills may depend on
more adequate .-formulation of -them and/or the development of an organizing 
.conceptual structure for all-of the skills. To date, most of the work 
has-been done 1p the area of application {the "D" of "R&D") through the 
fll1n1course project of the Tar West Laboratory and through sixteen other 
.abstracts on the minicourse. 

V. Bibliographies. Concept Programs. Critical and Protagonists' Papers 

Finally, twelve articles' represent the kind of review and overview 
papers written recently about mlcroteachlng. Of particular note are 
Cllftls effort to review the research on the use of videotape feedback, 
Hants' examination of research on mlcroteachlng's effectiveness 1n 
training programs, and the discussion by Sadker and Cooper entitled 
"What Do We Know About Mlcroteachlng?" 

https://Jheijse.of


COMMENTS- 

Looking over the articles and papers as a whole, we were left with
several Impressions about the kind of work that has been done in recent
years on mlcroteaching and about the priorities for coming years.-

1. It appears that mlcroteaching has been adapted (and adopted) 
with the assumptions that the Stanford model 1s basically sound. Training 
programs (e.g. teach/reteach, use of model tapes of skills', supervision
procedures) nave made few changes -ki the basic definitions and pattern 
of-'the components. For example, the five-minute teaching session was 
u$ed quite often, give or take three or four minutes. Five to ten 
minutes-seem to be-the acceptable limits, because there were no noticeable 
attempts to Investigate alternative lesson lengths. 

2. Inservice programs-and materials which have had extensive 
development are•preferred by teachers. Mlcroteaching and minicourses 
are examples. They are also preferred because of their clinical practice" 
components. It appears that careful research and development efforts 
are recognized and appreciated by teachers. 

3. Training programs emphasize the skills of set, closure, and
questioning. Research on questioning 1s emphasized, probably because it 
1s .at a more formative/stage of development. Several studies explored 
Us value as. part of the Inquiry method in science laboratory activities. 

4. The usefulness of microteaching to competency based programs 
was explored In. several studies. Given the.specificity of the technical 
skills and the opportunity to review teachers' behaviors so many times, 
such use 1s not surprising but nevertheless -is pleasing—so long-as the 
nurturant value to new teachers is not overshadowed. 

5'. The value of microteaching 1n helping people to learn more 
about their personal and professional behaviors 1s shown in studies 
Involving such variables as self confrontation, self evaluation, and 
attending behaviors. Besides videotapes, the value to these programs may. 
"In part derive from the small samples of. behavior obtained'ln microteachihg 
sections. 

SUGGESTED PRIORITIES 

Experience with the development of microteachlng and our familiarity 
with the recent research on the concept leads us to suggest several' 
•areas for future research. 

As discussed earlier, there has been no systematic work either to 
validate Individual technical skills of teaching or to provide an organizing 
conceptual structure for them. The lack of development In both areas 
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may explain fn part the low number of studies Involving the skills as 
either dependent or Independent variables. These skills have been an 
Important part of microteaching training programs because their specificity
fits as well Into the detailed training pattern of mlcroteachlng. 

Another component which has not received significant attention 
Involves the use of, "real" students vs. peers as mlcroteachlng students. 
The Stanford mlcroteachlng training and research efforts always utilized 
secondary school students, and the demonstrated advantages of the programs 
may have been due to an .Important extent to this. Programs which must 
utilize peer feedback should be aware of its limitations, if any. For 
example, 1t may be that elementary teacher trainees-can benefit from* 
only two or three micro*teachin.g sessions where their'peers role play 
different pjupll ages, perhaps, for Initial acclimation to the classroom. 
If this-were the case, 1t would have-Important Implications for Investigat 
ing the way 1n which teachers adapt the technical skills of teaching-to 
their own needs*. Studies might reveal 1nformat1qn on the. process of 
adaptation and on-the kinds-of skill combinations or clusters which 
teachers develop. In this way, more could be learned about Individual 
skills and the extent to'which they are actually used (particularly over 
a long period of time) and about what .skills seem to go best together. 
The use of teacher centers as places, for 1nserv1ce.educat1p.n may present 
a good opportunity for studies of  1nserv1ce mlcroteachlng. Removed frpm 

'the pressures and time constraints of the school, better analysis and 
even formal experimentation should be. possible. The centers could be' 
used for work with preservlce students a.s well.. 

Finally, 1t would seem useful to .examine the means'by which teachers 
select,'utilize, and modify various technical* skills of teaching. Such 
professional decision making 1s undoubtedly as Important as the skills 
1n ttrims of classroom consequences. This area of research would probably- 
be related to efforts to develop a framework for the technical skills of 
teaching. 

SELECTION OF BIBLIOGRAPHIC ENTRIES

The research and development reports which .follow'were selected for 
their quality, Uniqueness, and clarity of presentation. Our goal was to 
present a representative sample of those projects which have made an 
Important contribution to the development of mlcroteachlng for research 
and for training. There has been a. fairly steady development of projects 
in the past five years, as Indicated by-the number of abstracts -for each 
of the following years: 

1960 - 6 
1971 - 38 
1972 - 34 

1973 - 27 
'1974 - 19 
1975 - 20 

The decline ia the last two years may be attributed In part to the 
.lag-In getting articles accepted and added to the ERIC system.  



The. discussions used 1n the original ERIC entries have been used 
here', arranged 1n alphabetical order under each heading. Their overall 
clarity and succinctness made 1t unnecessary to revise them heavily. 
Entries without descriptions were not originally abstracted because', 
thefr titles were seen to be sufficiently self-explanatory. 

Because of the-application of mlcrpteachlng to a variety of educa 
tional programs, we «felt that It would bp useful to Indicate the. education 
al level',.subject area, training level, and 1n some cases the national . 
setting for the entry; Such Information 1s Indicated at the end of each 
entry, according to the following classification : 

Level: AE Adult Education 
HE Higher Education 
Sec Secondary Education 
El Elementary Education 
H'Ind Industrial Education 

Not Specified 

Subject Area: Ed Education 
PE Physical Education 
'AsTr Assertion Training 
Eng English
SS Social Sciences 
Mth Mathematics 
FL Foreign Languages 
Sc Science and Science Methods 
Bio Biology
Rd Reading 
EP Educational Psychology 
Voc Vocational 
Co Counseling
PTh Psychological Therapy 
Sp Speech
HEc Home Economics 
Ch Chemistry 
PhIT Philosophy
Bs Business 
AV Audio Visual 
NS Not Specified 

Training Level: IS In-Serv1ce 
PS Pre-Serv1ce 
NS Not Specified 

'Finally, we wish to acknowledge the assistance of Ms. Haxine S1tts 
and Ms. Linda McCloud 1n the final preparation of the document. Their 
patience and expertise have been of great he]p. 



THEORY. RESEARCH. AND GENERAL

1. Research on Hlcroteachlng Versus Other Types of Teacher Training

Alien, U. Clay ton. ("Developing Manipulative Demonstration Skills Through 
Microteaching." Journal of Industrial Teacher Education 12; 3 
.(Spring. 1975) 28-36.- [EJ118825] 
A microteaching teacher-preparation strategy and "the traditional' 
instructional approach uere compared. The complexities of a manipu 
lative demonstration werebroken dam into identifiable and teachable 
skills. The greater- effectiveness of the microteaohing strategy .uas 
attributed in part to the reduced nmber of skills the student 
concentrated on in each lesson. (N. I. PS) 

Qozlne, Dean. Perceptions of the Acceptability of Teacher Training Products» 
Research and Development Memorandum No. 141. December, 1975. [ED118566] 
The study uas designed to find out vhat kinds of teacher training products 
uere considered mostuseful 'by teachers. Twenty-one teachers uere 
asked to evaluate 125 teacher training products divided into, various, 
sets by objectives and complexity of training- mode and skills required. 
There uas fairly strong agreement on what products uere good, with 

  preference going to those that involved miaroteaohing or other clinical 
practice, varied activities, ,and complex skills and training. These, 
products tended to be more expensive and to have produced at research   
and development centers: The methodology used to determine teacher atti 
tudes toward teacher .training products is considered an acceptable model 
for future research, and the authors hope research will be done to 
determine acceptability of the products after* use-by teachers. (N. NS. IS) 

Schutte, Alfred-John. An Exploratory Investigation of HIcro-TeadMng as a 
Pre-Servlce Technique and Its Evaluation,' Using the Flanders SystenTof 

% Interaction Analysis. 1971. [ED064249] 
The purpose of t&s study uas to assess the effectiveness of mioroteaohing 
as an alternative to the traditional observation-discussion method bf 
supervising student teachers. It vae found that student teachers uho 
received the mioroteaohing supervision significantly increased their 
acceptance of student ideas and the proportion of student initiated 
talk, and shooed greater variability in verbal behavior, uhen compared 
to those uho had received the conventional supervision. to differences 
uere observed in I/D ratio. (Sec. Sc. PS) 

Shea, Joseph. The Relative Effectiveness of Student Teaching Versus 'a 
Combination of Student teaching ajid Mlcroteachlng.Paper presented at 
'the Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research Association. 
Chicago. Illinois, Aprfl, 1974. {ED087782] 
This experiment uas conducted to- 'determine whether pre-servioe teachers 
taking a combination of Hiriioourees and student teaching (the experi 
mental group) uould develop greater teaching skills than teachers taking 
only student teaching' (the control group). It uas found that, compared to 
the control group, 'experimental-group teachers repeated pupil aneuers 
less-often, answered their oun questions less often, and used more 
higher-cognitive questions, in discussions. In tutoring sessions, they  



used more diagnostic questions, Verbal praise, demonstration techniques,
and evaluation The overall significance of this experiment is that it
serves as a demonstration that micro-teaching as a specialized technique, 
and Minioourses as an adaptation of it, can be used effectively in 
training preeervice teachers. (HE. NS. PS) 

Wagner,' A. C.* "Changing Teaching Behavior: A Comparison of M1croteach1ng 
and Cognitive Discrimination Training." Journal of Educational. 
Psychology 64; 3 (June, 1973) 299-305. [EJ078964] 
Thirty minutes of discrimination training uas-ehoan to be highly 
effective in changing teaching behavior while micro-teaching, that is, 
practicing teaching taioe, reviewing the lesson on videotape, and 

  receiving feedbaaft did not result in significant overall changes in 
teaching behavior. (N. NS. IS)

II. Research and Development on Various Aspects of Mlcroteachlng; Technical 
Skills. Different Configurations. Feedback

.fcheson. Keith, et. al. The Effects of Two Wcroteachlnq Variations; Written
Versus Videotape Modeling and AucMotape Versus-Videotape Feedback. Paper
presented at the Annual Meeting of the American "Educational Research 
Association, Chicago, 111. April. 1974. [ED088835] 
An experiment compared the relative effectiveness of too microteaching
procedures. In the low-cost treatment, student teachers received 
training in higher cognitive-questioning skills by means of'written 
modeling procedures (subjects read transcripts of videotape model 
lessons)- and audiotape feedback after each miaroteaohing session. 
The comparison group vieaed videotape models and received videotape 
feedback. Comparisons, of pro- and post-training tapes of teaching 
performance indicate that the variations are of equal effectiveness in 
increasing teachers' use of higher cognitive questions (average increase,
from- 35 percent to 6? percent) and length of' student responses' elicited 
by their questions. (HE. NS. PS) 

 
Ailing ton, Richard L. A Comparison of Taped H1croteach1ng Performance and

Teacher Test Achievement. Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of
th'e Northeastern Educational Research Association, Ellenville, New 
York, November, 1974. [EDI04677] 
This study investigated the relationship betueen instructor* ratings of 
taped micro-teaching performance and achievement on-multiple choice 
examinations. Thirty graduate students enrolled"in a reading methods
course served as subjects. An analysis of the data indicated that no 
significant correlation existed betueen the variables. The viability 
of the taped minilessons aa an alternative to the traditional paper- 
pencil assessment techniques is discussed. (HE. Rd. PS) 

Casteel, J. Doyle, and John H. Gregory. A Cluster of Technical Teaching 
Skills—Acquisition through Hlcrosimula-tlon and Evaluation Through 
Mlcroteachlng. June, 1975.  EDI07645] 
This study vas designed to investigate the degree to which skills may 
be learned and practiced through mioroeimulation and then used under 
miaroteaohing conditions. Results, of the investigation indicate that 



those subjects vino participated in this study employed four moves 
they practiced in a microsimulation setting in a micro-teaching situation.' 
The practice moves include the following: (a} structuring moves, which 
provide context within which discussion is to be focused} (b) conditional 
moves, involving a given  premise and a following consequence; (o) wait- 
time moves, involving teacher utilization of silence; and (d) indicative 
moves, involving teacher' responses uhioh relate directly to student 
utterances. Eight variables were used to compare the first micro-, 
simulation with the miaroteaohing. situation. Subjects changed signifi-' 
oantly from pretest to poet-test on all variables in the directions 

.'hypothesised. The results also indicated that teachers may acquirei prac 
tice,'and learn to use'a cluster of technical teaching skills functionally 
'through miorosimulations of teaching. (HE. Rd. PS) 

Cotrell, Calvin J. t and Charles R. Doty. An Ana-lysis of Face-To-Face. Video. 
and Remote Audio Feedback Techniques. Assessment of Hlcrotcachlng and 
Video Recording 1n Vocational an< Technical Teacher Education; Phase I,
final teport. June, 1971. [ :M!523251 

Presented in this report are the results of the feasibility testing of 
selected miaroteaohing and video recording feedback techniques in a 
laboratory setting designed to simulate vocational teacher education. 
Volunteer teachers uere selected and randomly assigned to three treatment 
groups in a repeated measurement design to compare the relative effec 
tiveness of three ^different feedback techniques: (1) faoe-to-faoe 
conference, 12) faoe-to-faoe conference with video feedback, and (3) 
remote audio with video feedback. Twelve teachers, with four in each 
'of the three groups, practiced the skill of introducing a lesson 
during five S-minute teaching sessions over a period of S weeks and 
uere evaluated by a panel of too judges. Variance analysis at the .05 
level revealed no significant difference in performance among the
groups over the      of teaching sessions. It was also fauna that 
the group receiving face-to-face conference with video feedback increased 
its performance on teaching session four, while the other too groups 
decreased their mean performance scores as compared to the mean scores 
for all groups on teaching session three. It was concluded that all 

'feedback techniques vere feasible for field testing, but modifications 
uere recommended in the remote feedback technique. (N. Voc. IS) 

Assessment of Mlcroteachlng and Video Recording In Vocattonal and 
"Technical Teacher Education; Phase I I An Analysis of Face-To-Face, 

Tjeiiote and Delay-In-Feedback Techniques. Final Report. September, 1971. 
.[ED057189] 
This is the second in d series of three tests of 'selected miaroteaohing 
and video recording techniques designed to facilitate the identification 
of alternate ways to increase the effectiveness of vocational teacher 
education. The tests were conducted to develop .feedback techniques in 
a laboratory under simulated teacher education conditions. This develop 
mental effort further served as a screening device-for the most 
promising techniques prior to seven demonstration and field testing 
activities which were part of the project, "Assessment of Miaroteaohing 
and Video Recording in Vocational and Technical Teacher Education." With 
full cognisance of the limitations of the feasibility study i.e., the 



of the sample and the mtnbeae of simulated teaching sessions,
.several conclusions were reached. ''These include: (1) teachers may 
improve their performance on pedagogical skills as uell under remote 
and delay-in-feedbaak techniques as 'they do under conventional faoe- 
to-faoe conference techniques, (2) the mioroteaohing technique may 
be more beneficial than the particular feedback technique and used 

,. uith it, and (3) the mioroteaohing process uas appropriate for testing 
the feasibility of the feedback techniques in a simulated vocational 
education program. (Sec. Voc. PS) 

Assessment of Hlcroteachlng and Video Recording In Vocational
and Technical Teacher Education: Phase HI--An Analysis of Instructional 
Mode] ana Remote Feedback Techniques. Final Report.October* 1971. 
[ED05719Q]
This is, the third in a series of three tests of selected microteaching
and video recording feedback teohniquea in laboratory settings 
designed to simulate vocational teacher education programs. A comparison   
uas made of the relative effectiveness of: (I)faoe-t6-faoe supervision 
uith video feedback, 12) remote supervision via video feedback which 
included a second sound track uith tfc« teacher^, educator's. comments, and
(3) remote supervision via video feedback augmented by instructional 
models for self-comparison* Three feedback groups, each consisting 
of four vocational teachers, practiced demonstrating a manipulative 
skill during seven 6-mimte teaching sessions. Their lessons ueve 
evaluated by a panel of too judges using a critique form on demonstrating 
a manipulative skill. An analysis* of the mean performance scores 
revetted no.significant differences in effectiveness among the techniques, 
but it did reveal a significant change in the teachers' performance. 
It uas concluded that the three feedback techniques uere feasible methods 
far programs of vocational teacher education. (Sec.Voc.PS.)

Assessment of Mlcroteachlng and Video Recording In Vocational 
and Technical Teacher Education; Phase IV—Classroom Application of 
Hlcroteachlng and Video Recording. Final Report. October, 1971. LEP057192] 
This is part of a series of studies conducted to assess the use of 
mioroteaohing and video recording as a feedback device in teacher education. 
Fourth in the series and the first field test, tfc« study uas designed 
to test too variations in the techniques, feedback and type of student 
taught* in a distributive' education methods class at the Ohio State 
University. As a result 'of this investigation, it uas recommended that 
video feedback and teaching to high school students be included in the 
teaching practice sessions of the methods class and that teachers 
participating in such programs be given intensive training in the 
miaroteaching format. (Sec.Voc.PS.; 

Douglass, .James £., and Isobel Pfelffer. "Changes of Supervisor Behavior 
1n (Winter. a Hlcroteachlng 1973) 36-41. Practlcum." [EJ093976]       Journal of Experimental          Education 42; 2 

This study examined outcomes of a superivision praotioum in uhiah graduate 
students supervised undergraduates in teacher education during mioroteaohing 
activities and studied their supervisory behavior using videotape replays 
of conferences vith teacher-trainees. (HE.HS.PS) 
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Hlscox, SuzanneB., and Adrian P. Hbndfrans. Feedback Conditions and Type 

of Teaching Skill In Microteaching. Paper presented at the Annual 
Meeting of the American Educational Research Assn., Chicago, 111,, 
April, 1972 . [ED064249] 
This study was to determine the effects of audio  and video tape feed 
back on both verbal and psyohomotor skills when all other aspects of 
the Stanford microteaching model were controlled. Two experiments 
were involved, both consisting of too miaroteaching cycles one for 
a verbal skill and the other for psyohomotor skill. The first^experi- 
ment emphasised evoking student-initiated questions and variation of 
the stimulus situation by the teacher. The second experiment 
emphasized silence and non-verbal cues and questioning techniques. 
Questionnaires, interviews with supervisors, and student evaluation 
of teachers provided data for analysis. Results indicated in general 
no difference in the effectiveness of audio and audio-video tape as forms 
of  feedback for both verbal and psyohomotor skills.* (HE.EP.IS)

Hoerner, James L., et al. Assessment of Hlcroteachlng and Video Recording In 
Vocational and Technical Teacher Education; Phase V—Preseryice Trade' 
and Industrial Teacher Education. Final Report. October. 1971.LED057193] 
This report describes the fifth in a' series of studies assessing 
miaroteaohi>ng *and video recording in vocational and technical education. 
The .48, participants were randomly  assigned to eight treatment^ groups 
which consisted of combinations of the two levels of the three major 
variables: (1) video feedback or no feedback, (2) teaching four 
S-minute lessons or two 10-minute lessons, and (3) teaching high school 
students or teaching peers. The focus was on the effect of each of 
the variables on participants' teaching skills, the effect teaching 
high school students has on self-confidence in ability to teach, and 
the participants^ attitudeg and opinions regarding their experiences. 
Ho significant differences vere found for or against any of the- 
procedures tested except In the "t" test of gain in teaching skills; 
however, the attitudes and opinions of the participants reflected 
strong support for the use of video recording in preserviae and inservioe 
trade and industrial teacher education.^ (Sec.Voc.PS)^ 

Horn, Jerry 6., and Robert W. Wood. "An Interpretive Evaluation of a Program 
1n Hlcroteachlng for Prospective Elementary Teachers." Teacher Educator 
9; 1 (Autww, 1973) 21j6. 1W088705] 
This study investigated the effect of the presence or absence of a 
Videotape recorder and the use of peer leadership versus supervisor 
leadership in aritique^sessions during the preservioe training of 
elementary school teachers using miaroteaohing. (E1.NS.PS)-

IIHngworth, Bruce Leonard. Self- and Supervisor-Feedback 1n Hlcroteachlng 
by Pre-Serv1ce Teachers.' 1971.LED092312J
A major drawback in mieroteaohing by preservioe teachers is. the limited 
availability of university supervisors to supply feedback regarding 
the microteaohing performances. This researcher investigated the 
effectiveness of feedback supplied by the preservioe teachers themselves. 
Thirty preserviae teachers participated in the study. Each miaro'taught 
three times, vith dll performances being videotaped. The teachers vere 
instructed to focus, their efforts on the skill of effective questioning. 

https://E1.NS.PS
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.Groups- uere randomly assigned to include one -u^th a. university supervisor 
contributing feedback, one group having team members only, and the 
control group, Receiving no feedback. A procedure for evaluating the 
lessons vas outlined for use bji the university supervisors and teachers^ 
At the conclusion of the mioroteaohing, the teachers uere administered 
an attitude survey to detect differences resulting from the' different 
feedback conditions.  Judges rated the lessons for skill of effective 

"questioning. Results indicated no significant differences between the 
treatment groups, the final mean, pooled-judges ratings for the groups 
that received feedback uere significantly higher, than those of the 
control group. It uaf indicated 'that all groups'*accepted the.mioroteaahing 
technique. (HE.NS.-PS) 

Johnson, William D., and Jonathan E. Knaupp. "Trainee Role Expectations 
of the Microteaching Supervisor." Journal of Teacher Education 21; 3 
(Fall, 1970) 396-401. [EJ025829] (N.NS.IS)

Leonard", W. Patrick. "Objective Performance Data in Microteaching Activities." 
Audiovisual Instruction 16; '3 (March, 1971) 66-7. [EJ034762] 
Discussed ore the means of recording a mioroteaohing session (i.e.; 
audio or video tapes) in terms of the ends^ th$ technique implies. (N.NS.NS)

Lerner, Michael Alan. The Effect of Selected Hodes of Feedback on- Teacher 
Behavior 1n a H1croteach1ng Situation. 1972. [ED092326] 
Reported is a study of the effeot of selected modes of feedback on teacher

behavior in a mioroteaohing situation. Forty students enrolled 
in an elementary school science methods course participated in this study.

One treatment group received verbal feedback from a trained 
observer. The second group received videotaped replays of their
presentations. The third treatment group received both feedback modes. 

fifteen-minute mioroteaohing sessions uere scheduled at two-week
 intervals. Verbal feedback uas supplied in terms of the Classroom 
'Observational Record (COR). The taped lessons were encoded using the COR. 
Thirteen of the tuenty-three categories identified uere selected for 
analysis. So differential behavior modification occurred as a function
of type of feedback provided. It uas also inferred that the mode of 
feedback had no differential effeot on the subjects ' ability to use the
processes-of science, or on the subjects' attitude touard various aspects
of teaching situations. (EliSc.IS) 

I»ancraz1o, Sally B., and William D. Johnson. Comparison of Three Teacher 
Training Approaches 1n Nonverbal Behaviors Which Encourage Classroom 
Interaction.Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of AERA, New York,
1971. [ED049198J  
Seventy-four preservioe teachers in home economics and social studies
uere videotaped during a 10-minute mioroteaohing session prior'to and 
after  training. A training program in nonverbal behaviors related to 
encouraging classroom interaction uas developed. Three training 
approaches to this program uere constructed: programmaticvideotape, 
lecture-discussion utilizing transparencies from the videotape, and 
practice in a microteaohing setting. A Structured-Observation Inventory 
uas also constructed to record the frequency uith which selected nonverbal 
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behaviors were manifested prior to and after tmining during a 
10-minute mioroteaching. A questionnaire to assess 'teachers' reactions 
to the training and mioroteaohing was-distributed after the last 
miorot&aahihg: Statistioal...analysis of the pre-post training 'data 

  involved analysis' of. bovarianoe methods by sex and training approach. 
Questionnaire data were tabulated and reported by percentages. There were 
no significant differences among training approaches or the frequency^. 
with which selected variables "were manifested after-training, and 
no significant differences between males and'females. Groups trained 
by the programmatic videotaped and lecture-discussion perceived their 
training-as'more', helpful than did those trained by practice. (N.HEc &SS.PS) 

Perlberg, Arye,'and Esther Theodor. Patterns and Styles 1n the Supervision 
of Yeachers 1n Individual Conferences Following Classroom Observation. 
Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Educational- 
Researph Association,'Chicago, 111.. April 3-7.J972. .[ED08319J]. 
JThis 'study 'demonstrates how the yse of mioroteaching techniques' allows 
for the collect-ion of a wealth of comparable data about supervisory 
behavior in a relatively short time and under well-controlledconditions. (N.NS.NS.) 

Sadker, tyra, and James Cooper. Modification of the Frequency of Student- 
Initiated,' Higher Order Question's Through Mlcroteachlng'and a- Token 
Economy. Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Educational 
Research Association, Chicago, 111., April. 1972.' [ED065468] 
The purpose of, this research was to analyze the effects of a teaching 
methodology on the question-asking behavior of elementary school 
children. A fifth grade social studies class was chosen <ts the site 
of this experiment. The teacher, aided by two  interns, divided the 
class of 24 into three equal groups. The group controlled by the teacher 
was chosen as the subject of, this experiment. Four of the eight' 
students were selected for training in the asking of higher-order 
questions. The four selected students werq presented with instruction 
and training in higher-order question asking through the mioroteaching 
procedure. The higher-order auestion-asking behavior of these four 
students was then reinforced tn their social studies classroom through 
token economy. The results'of this study indicate that students can be 
trained to inareaae higher-order question asking through the independent 
variable manipulations put into effect in this experiment. (El. SS. IS)

Stronck, David R. Lessons Taught by Students In Training to Become Biology 
Teachers Simultaneously Evaluated by Their Peers-and by Their Students. 
Paper presented at the annual meeting of the National Association for 
Research 1n Science Teaching, Los Angeles, California, March,-1975. 
[EDI04677] 
The objective of this study.was to collect evaluations on instruction 
performed by student teachers and to compare the evaluations done by 
their peers with those done by their students. Another objective of 
this study was to consider changes in the evaluations when the first 
performance of student teachers was compared with their second per- 
formance. The study considered lessons taught by 68 students in 4 
different semesters. The time between performances was four to six weeks. 



The t-tests indicated highly significant differences between the 
evaluations done by the peers and those by the students, in the totals 
and in seven of the nine categories at the 0.001 level: In all 

 categories, the students rated the performances of the student teachers 
as poorer than did peers. There were no  significant differences 
between the ratings given by 'the students for the first  performance compared

with the second performance. Student teachers should 
recognize these significantdifferences, between student and peer 
evaluations when they  attempt to interpret evaluations from microteaching.

(HE.Bio.PS)

Youn§. Jon I., et at. The Effect of Controlled Variables In Microteaching. 1971,[ED050557]
To gauge the effect of different microteaching variables on the 
effectiveness of microteaching, three treatment conditions were set up. 
In One group, Oral, evaluation by the supervisor law not available to the 
subjects (student teachers). In another, video 'recording or- playback 
was not) available. In the peer group, ninth-grade students, rather 
than fellow student teachers, were used as the "micro-class^" Three 
regular microteaching groups served as controls for each treatment 
condition. ,Too evaluation forms, the Verbal Interaction Categories 
System imd the Video Teaching Evaluation. Form,, were used to evaluate 
the] performance 'of each student 'teacher in  subsequent microteaching 
sessions. Results shooed that ohly one  variable, uee of ninth-grade 
subjects rather than peers, significantly affected 'performance in 
subsequent sessions, in this condition,''subjects tftre. If airly unoom-\ 
tortable with the,task of teaching younger'students \ernd did not allow 
 for student interaction during the mioroteaohing sessions Lack of 
oral or video feedback did not affect subsequent microteaahing attempts. 
(N.NS.PSV 

Brusling, Christer. 'Effects of Cued Modelling Procedures and Self -Confrontation 
;1n a MlcroteachIng Setting Aliaed at Developing Non-VerbaT Behavior. 
Paper presented at the SyMposluM on International Mlcroteachlng, Tubingen, 
West Genwny, April 10-16, 1972. [ED076533] (HE.NS/PS) 

DeMarte, Patrick Jerome. The Effects of Microteaching on the Intentions,
Perceptions, and ClassroonVerbal Behaviors of Teachers of SCIENCE--A PROCESS APPROACH.

197.1. [ED091143] 
X pretest-posttest control group design was used with SO second- and 
third-grade teacher*, to answer questions related, to* the effectiveness of\ 
mioroteaohing as d teacher 'training procedure. 'The analyses allowed the 
following conclusions to be made: (iy elementary teachers trained by 
miaroteaohing' technique or by viewing perceptual models made significant 
changes in their intentions and perceptions, of classroom Verbal behavior; 
and (2) in their intention and self-perception of using criticism in 
classroom verbal behavior, teachers 'trained through 

 
mioroteaohing differed 

significantly from those trained with perceptual models. (El.Sc.IS) 
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Eder, Michael D. A Study-of the Effectiveness of the Videotape Recorder 
'Hlth and Without Modeling 1n the In-ServIce Training ofTeachers. 
,1971.- [ED053547J 
A study vas conducted to determine whether -the nee of a model enhances 
the effectiveness of videotape recorded. microteaching sessions in 
changing the behavior of in-serviceforeign language teachers. It was 
found that the us'e-of videotaperecording vith a model, is significantly
more effective, ttian the use of videotape without a model in producing 
desired changes'in teaching behavior. (N..EL.IS)

Reactions/Evaluations: 

Chang , M1ng Cbu. Student Teacher Reactions to HIcroteacMng. Paper presented 
at National Council of Teachers of English, St. Louis* Mo. April 8, 1972. 
[ED073092] 
fhi.s-research investigatedstudent teachers}, reactions to mioroteadhing 
through the Teacher Reaction Questionnaire. The questionnaire, contained/ 
28 Structured items,one comment and three open-end questions. Responses 
to the 26 structured items.uere statistically analysed through principal-
axes factor analysisand varimax. rotation. The resulting six factors
vere discussed: (a) interactions betueen students and student teachers; 
(b) interactions betueen student teachers and supervisors; (o) student 
teacher preparation time for tike 1st, 3rd, and last microteaching; 
(d) student/teacher anxiety felt for the 1st, 3rd, and last micro teaching; 
(e) student teaoher general preparation for laboratory practice in relation 
to anxiety felt vith the 1st mioroteaching; and (f) student teacher
specific preparation for laboratory practice. The discussion concluded 
that (a) as actual mioroteaching increased, practice time decreased; 
(b) as practice time increased, anxiety decreased; and (a) as preparation 
for laboratory practice increased, anxiety remained unchanged. Student teacher

interactions vith both students and supervisors did benefit 
from microteaching. (N.Eng.PS) 

Johnson, William D., and Pancrazlo, Sally B. "Reactions of Students to 
Microteaching."Educational Television 3; 9 (Sep. 1971) 16,  21-22. 

[EJ047466] (N.MS"^Sl 

Pierce, Walter, and Hallnskl, Ronald. "An Evaluation of Mlcroteachlng 
Training Techniques Using Pupil Outcomes as the      Evaluative Criterion.* 
Contemporary Education 46; 1 (Fall. 1974) 45-50. [EJ108343] (N.NS.PS) 

ExperimentsK1th Flanders and Other IA Systems and Microteaching:

'Amidon, Edmund. Interaction Analysis and Supervision. Paper presented at Super 
vision of Instruction Symposium 2: Observation Systems and the Supervisor. 
January. 1972. [ED064799] 
This paper describes a model that uses interaction analysis as a tool 
to provide feedback to a teacher in a microteaohina situation. (E1.NS.IS) 
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Amldon, Edmund 0., and RosensMne, Barak. Interaction Analysis and 
Hjcroteachlng 1n an Urban Teacher Education Program. "A Model for 
Skill Development In Teaching. A paper presented at the Convention of the 
American Educational Research Association. Chicago 111., February, 1968. 
[ED076496]
A new model for in-service and preserviae teacher training programs 
has been developed. The Skill Development in Teaching (SKIT) was 
suggested by recent research combining too teacher training techniques 
developed in the past decade, Interaction Analysis and Micro-teaching. 
The proposed SKIT model is an attempt at combining significant aspects 
of the too techniques in a model for maximally effective skill training 
programs. (HE.NS.IS) 

Campbell, Duane, and Mlnnls, Douglas L. "Inquiry, M1croteach1ng and a Modified 
System of Interaction Analysis." Classroom Interaction Newsletter 
5; 2 (May 1970) 40^45r[EJ037292] (N.NS.PS) 

Casteel, J. Doyle, et al. The Social Science Observation Record, a Theoretical 
Model Relevant to Value Clarification In Mathematics, Science, and Social 
Studies. Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American 
Educational Research Association, Chicago, 111., April 1974. [ED093959] 
The Social Science Observation Record is a systematic observation 
system. When used to provide, feedback to preservioe social studies 
teachers participating in a teaoher-reteaoh miaroteaching sequence, 
subjects obtained a significant increase in value-oriented student 
behavior. When used to analyze printed transcripts of mathematics 
teachers* teacher-student categories of the system were found to be 
related to the relative frequency with which teachers used conditional 
reasoning moves. When used to analyse the performance of preservice 
science teachers involved in microteaching, the teacher-student categ 
ories were found to be associated with growth in the frequency of 
probing questions. The implications are that (1) similar profiles 
result from different training approaches, (2) the effects of component 
skills on student verbal patterns can be analyzed, and, (3) it 'appears 
probable that mathematics, science, and social studies teachers can 
learn to recognize and evoke similar valuing operation from students, 
as a result of microteaching experiences.' (N.Sc,Hth,SS.IS&PS) 

Donlan, Dan. "Observed Versus Unobserved Behavior 1n Three Types of 
Microteaching." Ph1 Delta Kappan 55; 10 (June 1964) 707-708. [EJ099433] 
Compares the effectiveness of videotapes, audio topee, and Flanders 
Interaction Analysis, in micro-teaching., (N.NS.NS.) 

Perlbeig, Arye, et al. The Combined Use of Focusing oh a Specific Skill 
and TDS Feedback. Help or Hindrance In Improving Teacher Training; A 
Three Year Study. Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the 
American Educational Research Association, Chicago, 111. April, 1974. 
[ED093981] 
One hundred and forty-height student teachers from Israel Institute of 
Technology were subjects of an experiment investigating effectiveness 
of miaroteaohing alone as compared with a category observation system 
as a. training method, and interaction betaeen the too when combined. 
Analysis of covariance results lead to the conclusion that while micro-
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teaching improv'es simple technical skills, TVS feedback of the entire 
lesson produces better results in achieving higher level objectives, 
even better than the combined use of the tuo systems. (HE.NS.PS-Israel) 

Verbal and (ton-Verbal Behaviors in H1croteach1ng;

Ehman, Lee H. Stability of Social Studies Classroom Verbal' Interaction 
Patterns Across Repeated-Mlcffoteachlng Performances. Paper, presented 
at the Annual Meeting of the National Council for the Social Studies, 
Boston, Mass., November, 1972. [ED076451]. 
Specific teaching tasks important in social studies instruction are 
described in terms of preserviae teachers classroom verbal behavior 
which occurred in a teaching laboratoryy and. the stability of, indiv 
idual preservioe teachers' behavior while teaching tuo similar lessons 
involving a specific task are described and analyzed. Three elements 
"chosen for study are:. (1) ̂ teaching one or more social etudies concepts; 
(2} eliciting student hypotheses in response to a problem situation; and 
(3) promoting student analysis of a values proposition or controversial 
issue, through emphasis on these specific elements of social studies 
teaching an inquiry model of teaohing is suggested. (N.SS.PS) 

Raymond, Anne' F. An Analysis af Nonverbal Behaviors Exhibited by Two 
Groups of Science Student Teachers. Paper presented at the Annual 
Meeting of the National Association for Research 1n Science Teaching, 
Detroit, M1ch. March, 1973. [ED089945] 
'Reported is a study to investigate the effectiveness of an instructional 
technique designed to enable preservioe students enrolled in science 
methods courses to acquire skill in the use of-nonverbal cues and the 
use of silence. The vehicle for skill development was miaroteaohing 
involving the use of peers as pupils for practicing the skill of 
set induction and of students at a local junior high school for the 
skill of probing questioning. Analyses of data revealed that (I) 
student teachers who had practiced the use pf nonverbal cues did 
devote significantly more time to nonverbal behaviors during- student 
teaching; (2) there were no significant differences in the use of con 
gruent behaviors exhibited by the experimental group during student 
teaching as compared to the control group; (3) teachers in the experi 
mental group exhibited significantly more positive nonverbal interactions 
with their students; and (4) the pupils of the student teachers did not 
perceive .the members of the experimental group as being more effective 
than those of the control group. (Sec.Sc.PS) 

Personality Correlates:' 

Austad, Charles A., and Emner, Edmund T. Personality Correlates of Teacher 
Performance 1n a M1croteach1ng Laboratory. May, 1970. [ED049160] 
This etudy attempted to improve the results of correlating personality 
characteristics with teaching behavior within the setting of a micro- 
teaching laboratory. (N.NS.PS) 
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Edwards, Clifford K. "Personality Correlates of Mlcroteachlng Performance: 
A 11;. Function (F. 1974) of Instructional 1-13. [EJ105299] Strategy." Illinois School Research 

The purpose of this study Doe to determine if relationships do exist 
betueen personality variables and specific miaroteaehing skills. (N.NS.NS) 

Freeman, Jeanne, and Davls, O.L.-, Jr. Relationships of Self-Concept and 
Teaching Behaviors- of Secondary Teacher Candidates In Hlcroteachlng'. 
Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Educational 
Research Association. Chicago, 111. Apr IT, 1974. [EDQ95-187] 
Self-concepts of teachers and student teachers have been found to 
predict certain specifio teaching behaviors. This Study explored 
these possible relationships in the mioroteaahing setting. Se}f- 
Report Inventory and OScAR measures were obtained on 51 students, all 
secondary teacher candidates. Correctional and ANOVA procedures 
yielded only a feu significant results. The inadequacy -of self-concept 
measures to relate significantly to mioroteaahing performance is 
clearly revealed. Explanations of these findings are set in the 
context of both self-concept theory and teacher education program 
development and research. (Sec.NS.PS) 

Effects of Mlcroteachlng and/or Videotape on Student Teacher Behavior and 
Student Achievement;• 

Cope!and, Will1s D. "The Relationship Between M1croteach1ng and Student 
Teacher Classroom Performance." Journal of Educational Research. 
68; 8 (April 1975) 289-93. [EJ123558J (N.NS.PS1 

Earner, Edmund T., and H1licit, Gregg B. An Assessment of Terminal Performance 
1n a Teaching Laboratory; A Pilot Study. August. 1968. [ED055981J 
Thie study evaluated the effects of a sequence of mioroteaahing 
tasks on the teaching behavior of secondary education students. 
Analysis of the final performance lessons indicated that the 
experimental group was rated significantly higher than the 'control 
group on three of four teaching dimensions (determining readiness, 
motivating, evaluating); there was no difference on the dimension of 
clarifying objectives. Behaviorally, the experimental group had sig 
nificantly greater amounts of use of student ideas, questions,' directions, 
student response and atudent initiation. The controls used more 
lecture.(Sec. NS.PS)

Sail, Meredith; et al. Improving Teachers' Mathematics Tutoring Skills 
Through MIcroteachTnq; A Comparison of Videotape and Audiotape Feedback. 
Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Educational 
Research Association, February, 1971. [ED049034] 
Discussed is a research project designed to measure the relative effects 
of audiotape versus videotape feedback in a miaroteaohing situation. 
Teachers uere-randomly assigned to one of three groupsi audiotape 
feedback, videotape feedback, control. The teachers in the too 
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feedback groups participated in an instructional sequence on 
mioroteaahing procedures which involved about 1-3 hours of .instruction 
in a four-week period: Teachers were asked -to-condtUtt tutoring 
sessions before and after the training, sequence1 Videotapes of these 
sessions were rated for the teacher's use of diagnostic questions'^ 
demonstration techniques, evaluation. examples, practice phases,'and 
verbal praise. The results indicate that videotape and 'audiotape 
feedback are generally equally effective in producing gains in these 
tutoring skills. (N.Mth.IS) 

'Hlnckley, William L. Effects of Two Styles of Microteaching on Student 
Teaching Performance. Final Report!August, 1972. [ED072024]
Microteaching has been widely used in the training of high school 
teachers for the past several years. In some cases, trainees have- 
taught actual secondary students in the microteaching situation. In 
other oases, the trainees have played the role of students in a\ 
peer-teaching mode of mioroteaohing. This study oompared^the real and 
peer-teaching modes of mioroteaohing in. relation to subsequent 
teaching success.'- It was hypothesized that teacher trainees who 
taught actual secondary \sohool students in microteaching would be 
rated higher on "teacher-pupil rapport" and "pupil participation and 
attention" than the peer-teaching group. Ratings were made on the 
Stanford Teacher Competence Appraisal Guide by 2,306 secondary school 
'students in northwest Missouri and southwest Iowa schools. So signi 
ficant differences betaeen mean, ratings of the two groups were obtained 
on any of the 13 items listed on the Appraisal Guide, .It was 
concluded that peer teaching is a viable alternative microteaching
procedure for teacher-trainees with the same cultural background; (Sec.N.PS)

Jensen, Larry C., and Young, Jon I.  The Effect of Televised Simulated•.' 
Instruction on Subsequent Teaching(no date available).[ED053071] 
Thie study found that microteaching experience significantly improved 
subsequent performance of student teachers on five of six specific 
factors derived from the Teacher Performance Evaluation. Data obtained 
from the TPES were factor analyzed, resulting in six subsoales: (1) 
personality traits^, (2) warmth of. teacher behavior, (3) general classroom 
atmospheres, (4)^  lesson usefulness, (S) teacher interest in pupils, and 
(6) teacher interest .in student achievement. Results from analysis of 
'variance showed that subjects with mioroteaohing experience received 
significantly higher ratings on the first five factors.- 'Several inter- 
actions with the time variable were also noted with the general trend 
being toward greater difference between groups at the end of student 
teaching. (Sec'.NS.PS) 

Johnson, William D., and Pancrazlo; Sally B. The Effectiveness of Three
Hicrpteachlng Environments In Preparing Undergraduates for Student 
Teaching.Paper presented at the Annual Meeting, AERA, New York, 1971.
[ED0510§8] 
Three mioroteaohing formats wer«joompared: microteaohing wiih peers, 
with university freshmen, and with high school pupils. Thirty social 
studies methods students were assigned to one of the three formats .for 
six experiences. Each experience included periods of instruction and 
practice. Assessments were made at the end of mioroteaohing by a panel 
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of graduate assistants using the Illinois Teacher Performance 
Appraisal Scales, and'at the end of student teaching py pupils using 
the Illinois Teaoher Evaluation Questionnaire. Significant differences 
at Hie completion of mieroteaohing favored peer teaching, .but mioro- 
teaohing vith high school pupils vas associated vith superior performance 
at the end of student teaching, it appears easier to obtain desired 
training effects through peer teaching, but these effects do not seem 
to transfer to student teaching. '(Sec.SS.PS) 

Legge. W1111M B., and Asper,»Lo1s. "The Effect of Videotaped Mlcroteachlng 
Lessons on the Evaluative Behavior of Pre-Student-Teachers." Journal 
of Teacher Education 23; 3 (F. t 1972) 363-66. [EJ066772] (N.NT7P5T

McDonald.. Frederick, et al. The Relation of teacher's Questions 1 n* Micro- 
teaching and Microcourses to Student Achievement and Rating of the
Teacher. Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American "Educational 
Research Association, New Orleans, February, 1973. [ED076571] 
This study analysed the relationship betveen the kinds of questions asked 
during a mioroteaohing session and the achievement of students subsequently
taught imder classroom-like conditions. Tedehere laugnt'the same topics
in mieroteaohing; each taught a X-veek course 9 veeks later. Bach 
question asked vas classified in one of eight categories. The categories
identified the question by its cognitive complexity, immediacy to the
 student, and source ofverifiabillty. Ho singte type of question was
associated systematically vith achievement; different types of questions
predicted achievement in a topic by subject by question interaction. (N.NS.IS) 

A Behavior Modification Via* of Video Playback; HicroteacMng. Paper 
presented at Annual Meeting of AERA, New Orleans, February, 1973. [ED076561] 
Social learning theory is the. theory that is applied through microteaching
The too critical sets of social learning variables mediated through

'mieroteaohing are those associated vith modeling end feedback. Micro- 
teaching is also a way of bringing specific teaching responses under 
control, experimentally and behaviorally. Thus in each,mioroteaohing 
session, the learner emits teaching responses vhioh are reinforced 
through videotape feedback or are elicited by vieving tenoning behavior 
vhtah is modeled in videotape presentation^ The purpose of research 
using miaroteaahing vhioh mediate these variables is to determine the 
optimm combination of modeling and feedback vhioh strengthens specific 
categories of teaching responses. Same interactions betveen type of 
response to be learned and.type of treatment, modeling or feedback, 
have been found. Modeling has been found more effective than feedback 
tihen the modeling cues are highly discriminative. Feedback appears most 
effective vith easily obeerved and reinforoeable teaching behaviors*(n.nS.n$.) 

Perl berg, Arye, and Kremtf, Lya. The Use of Mlcroteachlng Techniques to 
Train Student-Teachers 1n Stimulating learners' Questions. Paper pre- 
tented at Annual Meeting of AERA, April. 1972. [E0065496] (See.NS.PS) 
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Perrott. Elizabeth, et al. "Changes 1n Teachlrig Behavior After Completing
• Self-Instructional Mlcroteachlng Course." Progranmed Learning and 
Educational Technology 12; 6 (November. 197S) 348-362.[EJ131246](N.RS.IS). 

Petersoiu Terrance L. "Mlcroteachlng -In the Preservlce Education of Teachers: 
Tine 1973) for 34-6. Reexamlnation." [EJ082311J Journal of Educational Research 67; 1 (Sep. 

The purpose of this study vas. to investigate the effectiveness of 
mioroteaohing in developing the actual classroom use of taelve 
questioning skills vhen used immediately priof to a student teaching 
experience. (E1.NS.PS) 

Smith, Walter Scott. The Effect of Alternative Types of Instruction on the 
•Learning of a Question-Asking Skill by Preservlce Secondary Science 
Teachers. 1973. [EDI 142521 
The purpose of this investigation vas to study the effect that four 
alternate types of instruction had on the frequency vith vhioh high 
inquiry questions vere asked by preeervioe secondary science teachers* 
High inquiry questions involvecomparing, explaining, conditional
inferring, and evaluating. The four alternative instructional, treat 
ments vere: placebo, 'classification,, planning, and both  classification 
and planning. Among results, data revealed that all. treatment groups 

 increased theif frequency of high inquiry questions r (S«C.Sc,fS) 

Sparks, Rebecca L., and HcCallon, Earl L. "Mlcroteachlng: Its Effect on 
Student Attitudes 1n an Elementary Science Methods Course^ Science 
Education 58; 4 (pctober-Decenber, 1974) 483-87. {E,)l 13234] (HE.5c.IS) 

Turney; Mildred I. A Comparison of Varied T1*e Periods of HlcVoteachlng In the 
Development ofTnterpersonal Relationships 1n Teaching, Final Report, 
Decenber, 1969. [ED054078J 
Findings indicated that if the number and length of microteaching
lessons vere increased, one could expect student teachers 'to increase 
competence in establishing and maintaining student verbal expression in< 
the classroom. (Sec.NS.PS) 

III. Mlcroteachlng as a Basic Strategy In Education R > D. Developing Hew Teacher
Training Materials and Other Levels of Inquiry 

Aubertlne, Horace E. The Renaissance of the Laboratory Schools. Paper 
presented at the National Association of Laboratory Schools Conference, 
Chicago, 111., February, 1972. [ED073086] 
This report discusses the conditions for. the renaissance of the laboratory 
schools, including the discovery of the principle of semi-conductors 

  as electronic amplifiers, nea advances in statistical methods of 
measurement, the development of mioroteaohing, and the use of the 
accountability movement vhioh in turn provides impetus for competency 
based teacher education. This resurgence of laboratory schools vas 
facilitated by a willingness to let go of the past, an analysis of 
existing resources and capabilities in terms of strengths and weaknesses, 
and a villingnns to recognise that same nea things vill /atl.(N.NS.NS) 
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Hartley, Diana.. Staff DeyelopmenVH1croteach1ng Workshop In Adult Basic
Educatlon-TESDL; A Region V Project. Final Report. 1973.LED090417J 
The imed-tate purpose of the 1973 tri^state (Illinois, Indiana, 
Visoonsin) Adult Baaio Education vorkshop, a Teachers of English to
Speaker* of Other' languages project, at the University of Visoonsifi- 
Hiluaukee (four and one-half days) vas the training or retraining' of 
teacher* in English at a second dialect or English as a foreign 
language to adults yith an educational equivalency of eighth grade or 
less. The-vorkshops involved SS participants in qjprogram sensitining 
them to. the linguistic factors as veil -as the sooial conditions vhioh 
make up their teaching environments. Hioroteaohing sessions formed
the oore of the vorkshop. Also offered vere leoture-disoussioh 
sessions and seminars. The vorkshop program applied the national 
program's seminars in applied linguisticst history, and culture to' 
a regional level. Evaluation indicated the uorkehop to be a successful 
and satisfying experience.   Future modifications seemed to be directed 

  touard creating a more practical cultural vorkshop. (HE. Eng.IS) 

Shore,Bruce M. Microteachinq: * Brief Review. 1972.CEP066863] (N.NS.NS\ 

"Microteaching: It's Not Just Another Gimmick." Education Canada 
12; 1 (March, 1972). 16-20. [EJ056855] 
Descriptions of the main, features, of microttaahing and some suggestions 
on how themicro-lesson can help those vho are- studying teaching* (H.HS.K) 

•.Valdya. N. "Micro teaching." .Teaching 43; 2 (Decoder, 1970)57-63. (N.NS.NS) 

IV. 'Description of Programs Using Mlcroteachlng Including Specific Materials. 
Manuals 

Teacher Education;. 

Altman, Burton €.„ and tflHIaos. Eugene E.v Eds.. Monday 'Horning. Humanistic 
Teaming with Student" Teachers. 1973.[ED080448J 
This anthology of articles and reports on micro-team teaching reports 
the findings of a research study evaluating a preserviee phase of 
teacher training programs, and presents Ivieapoints about/ micro-tea* 
teaching's potential.' (KE.NS.PS)

Andersen, Dan M., -and Antes J John M.- •Mlcrotetchlng for Preparing Teachers
of Culturally Divers* Children." Elementary School Journal 72; 3 
(December. 1971) 142-149. [EJ052068J (E1.N5.PS) 

Appleton, Frederlc'C. "Mlcroteachlng Research and Its L1«1ted Application 1n 
the Philippines." Asian Institute for Teacher Educators Newsletter 
6; 3 (Jan. 1972) 1-«v (.EJ057747J (M.NS.NS.)  
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Boeck, Marjorte A. Stability of Behavioral Change—One Year AfterPrecision 
Microteaching.Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the AERA, 
Chicago, 111.. .April. 1972. [ED065470] 

Results ofthis follow-up'study indicated that ehangee in teacher 
high-level questioning behavior and olaaeroom interaction patterns 
(rates of pupil and teaeher-talk) resulting from the use of operant 
methodology in a mioroteaohing setting uere maintained during the 
student teaching experience a year later. (Sec.Sc.PS) 

dampa, Bartholemew J. VTR. ..Education's Benevolent .Humility Device (no 
date given). [ED055970] 
The use of television videotape equipment is an effective shortcut 
in replacing the inexperienced undergraduate concept of teaching as a 
'gut' experience uith a realistic concept of teaching, it nurtures 
humility vithout subjecting the student to humiliation. (Sec.NS.PS) 

Copeland, Wlllls D., and Doyle, Walter. "Laboratory Skill Training and 
   Student Teacher Classroom Performance." Journal of Experimental 
      Education 42; T (Fall, 1973) 16-21."TEJ090547J (H.NS.PS) 

Doty, Charles R. "rtlcroteacMng: Applications to Vocational and 
Technical Education." Journal of Industrial Teacher Education 10; 3 
(Spring, 1973) 43-53. [EJ081545J (N.Yoc.NS.)

Edwards. Clifford H. "Changing Teacher Behavior Through Self Instruction 
and Supervised Micro Teaching 1n a Competency Based Program." 
JN.N5.NSJournal of Educational Research  68; 6 (February, 1975) 219-22. [EJ113409] 

EhmanAee H. Stability of Social Studies ClassVooa Verbal Interaction 
Patterns Across Repeated Micro-Teaching Performances.Paper presented 
at the Annual Meeting of the National Council for the Social Studies,. 
Boston. Mass.. November, 1972. [ED076451] 
Specific teaching tasks important in social studies instruction are 
described in terns of pre-servioe teachers ' classroom verbal behavior 
vhich occurred in a teaching laboratory, and the stability of individual 
pre-service teachers' behavior vhile teaching too similar lessons 
involving a specific task are described and analysed. Three elements 
chosen far study are: (II teaching one or more social studies concepts; 
(2* eliciting student hypotheses in response to « problem situation; 
(3) promoting student analysis of a values proposition or controversial 
issue. Through emphasis on these specific elements of social studies 
teaching an inquiry -model of teaching is suggested. ^N.SS.PS) 

611 breath, AlUe Lou Felton. Off-Campus Laboratory Education. Paper presented 
to 2nd Annua-l Meeting of the Clemson Reading Conference, Clemson College. 
South Carolina, September, 1971. [ED061151J (N.EP4Ph1l.PS) 
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Gray, Charles E., and Youngs, Richard C. Instructional Strategies for 
Creative Hypothesizing; A Training Program. Final ReportT August. 1971. 
[ED054040J  

The purpose of this tao-year research project at Illinois State 
University was to develop a concise training program designed to 
enhance the ability of teachers to facilitate problem-solving behaviors
on the part of elementary and secondary eohool pupils, vith particular 
emphasis on creative hypothesizing. Specifically, the program uas 
designed to alert teachers to the importance of instruction for 
creative problem solving, provide them with a sound rationale, and 
equip them vith. a repertoire of appropriate teaching strategies and 
skills. A concise instructional sequence uas developed by means of a 
sequential training instruction feedback revision cycle. Teacher 
Education students in a junior year participation program were the 
experimental subjects. It involved direct presentation of content, 
demonstration of process, analysis of progress, modeling, and micro- 
teaching. It dealt vith establishing classroom climate, thinking 
activities based on' the Struature-of-Intetleot model, braine terming,. 

 attending to the problem, examining the problem from various vantage
points, and included techniques for peer and leader evaluation of 
micro-teaching experiences. (El.&Sec. NS.IS) 

Gregory, Thomas B_ Encounters with Teaching; A Hlcroteachlng Manual. 1972. 
[ED073068] 
This manual introduces teaching strategies into teacher education 
through microteaching. The four basic divisions in the manual are 
mioro teaching concerns, process oonaerne, affective concerns, and 
personal concerns. The first section deals vith the use of micro- 
teaching in the teaching laboratory, stressing the importance of 
feedback for teacher self -evaluation. The second section presents sets 
of problem-solving strategies uhioh taught students to formulate 
questions and seek aneaers to them. The third section provides a 
set of teaching laboratory activities to develop and enhance affective 
teaching skills. The last section contains a teaching task uhioh vas 
evaluated by the teacher. This last miarolessm enabled the teacher 
to assess the changes in his teaching behavior. (HE.NS.PS)

"Microteaching 1n a Preservlce Education Course for Graduates." 
British Journal of Education 2; 1 (January 1971) 24-32. [EJ042647] 
(N.NS.PS) 

-Guelcher, William, et al. H1croteach1ng and Teacher Training; A Refined 
Version. June, 1970. [ED050017J 
The development of the dynamic skills approach at the University of 
Chicago as contrasted vith the component skills approach to Stanford 
has shifted mioroteaehing out of the "practical problems"  arena and 
into a more central position betaeen^theory and practice. The Stanford, 
model included three stages; general' orientation, vieving of skill 
films, and the teach-eupervision-reteaoh mioroteaehing cycle itself. 
Often there has been no significant improvement between teach and   
reteaoh. After re-analysis and the decision that the basic veakness 
itemed from the lessons used by the teachers not being sufficiently 
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thought out, five stages were added between the initial orientation phase 
and the culminating experience of aotual mioroteaohing: (1) The 
Practioum  designed to shou how a good lesson established expectations 
for student response and that the teaoher could expect specific 
types of response if the questions were clear, the decision logically 
consistent, and the task generally applicable to something in the 
child's own experience; (2) Peer Croup Hicfoteaahing  opportunity to 
test one of several lessons against peer's and under peer supervision; 
(3) Seminar in Supervision of Hicroteaching to train students to 
supervise their fellow teaching candidates; \.(.4) Skills Session in 
Microteaching--a seminar on the nature of skills as dynamics of the 
lesson; 16) Pre-Teach Supervisor-Supervisee Conference  about the 
lesson to be taught. (N NS.NS) 

Hughes, P. W., and Trull 1, R. D. "Simulation Methods 1n Teacher Education." 
Australian Journal of Education 19; 2 (June, .1975) 113-26. [EJ130465] 
(N. NS.NS) 

Jesson. C. K. "An Economic Use of Micro-Teaching Techniques to Achieve 
Objectives fora Basic Course in LearningResources. "  Programmed 
Learning and Education Technology "11; 2 (March, 1974) 87-9 
[EJ098193J 193J (HE.AV.IS) 

Lawless, C.-sJ. "Mlcroteachlng Without Hardware Development} at the University 
of Malawi." Teacher Education 1n New Countries 12> 1 (May, 1971) 
53-63. [EJ041705J (HE.NS.PS) 

Me1$s, Jack L. An Experimental Project to Develop Evaluation Criteria for 
Competency-Based Instruction through Video Recording and Mlcroteachlng 
Techniques Within the Student Teaching Experience In Business Education 
with Special Emphasis In Typewriting. 1974. [EDI06293J7 

The intent of the project was to determine the feasibility of incor 
porating educational innovations within the Business Education Student 
Teaching Program in order to begin to solve instructional and evaluative 
problems. Results of the project include the following: (a) a professional 
semester suited to unique local conditions, (b) development of procedures 
and evaluative criteria in the use of mioroteaohing techniques and 
video processes for evaluating student teaching performances, with 
special emphasis on competency-based teaching behaviors, and (o) 
creation of two observation rating forms for use in mioroteaohing 
sessions and two observation rating forms for competency-based teaching/ 
learning behaviors, whioh facilitate evaluation of knowledge and per 
formance competencies that are applicable to all levels of.^eduoation. 
(N.B.S.PS) 

Naeslund. Jon. "Experiments With Closed Circuit Television." School 
Research Newsletter (November, 1972). [ED073631] 
An experiment to determine the suitability of mioroteaohing to teaoher 
training in Sweden has been conducted since 1970. The newsletter 
reviews the three phases of that experiment and discusses some of the 
preliminary results. (N.NS.NS) 
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N1as. Jennifer. "Teacher Education for Open Schools." Elementary School 
Journal 76;-1 (October, 1975) 40-51. [EJ131418] 
Describes mioroteaohing and interaction analysis and discusses why 
these may not be appropriate to use with student teachers preparing
'to vork in on open education setting. (E1.NS.PS) 

Northeast Missouri-State College. Instructional Technology In-an Innovative
gram of Preservlce and In-Service Laboratory Experiences. 1971. 

57376 J 
IW« oollege developed a Teaching Skills Center providing a program of 
early professional laboratory experiences for all elementary and 
secondary education majors. The program includes four components:
audiovisual utilisation, instructional materials preparation, micro- 
teaching, and actual school experience. Each training component
features a sequence of lou risk performance-oriented experiences 
designed to heighten the prospective teacher's readiness for the 
high risk challenges of student teaching. The training sequence of 
the miaroteaching laboratory stresses performance competencies in 
specific teaching skills as motivating and reinforcing, introducing,
and closing lessons, developing lessons, obtaining and maintaining 
attending behavior, analysing and managing interaction, and making 
assignments. The school experience sequence enables the student 
4eaohep~ tc~ observe and participate ~in elementary ana eeconaary 
classrooms. Evaluation of the program concerned staff morale, 
trainee participation and reaction, reaction of methods students 
and their professors, perception of readiness, reaction of school 
personnel to the in-service clinical training program, assessment of 
special services, and feedback from the schools. (El ( Sec.NS.IS & PS) 

Olmo, Barbara 6~ "Variation on a Mlcroteachlng Theme." *mprov1 no College 
and University Teaching 23; 1 (Winter, 1975) 42-43. LEJ11Z838J (hE.NS.PS) 

Perlberg, Arye. "Mlcroteachlng." International Review Of Education 18; 4 
(1972) 547-60. [EJ073247] (N.NS.PS)

et al. Modification of Teaching Behavior Through the Combined Use 
of Mlcroteachlng Techniques with the Technlon Diagnostic System TDS. 
TC73T[E0079436J (HE.NS.PS)* 

Pfelffer, Isobel, and Relghard, R1ck. "Micro-Teaching Practlcun In Teacher 
Education." Educational Technology 11; 12 (Decenfcer, 1971) 42-44. 
[EJ050580] (HE.NS.PS) 

Rector, Douglas, et al. A Field Test of the Effectiveness of One of the 
Utah State University Protocol Training Materials. In an Inservlce 
Workshop SettIng I Paper presented at (he Annual convention of the 
Northeastern Educational Research Association, tfoston, Mass., Nov. 1972. 
[E0075341]
The teaching protocol Encouragement, uhioh emphasises simple verbal 
praise, specific praise, and the use of student ideas for motivational 
reinforcement, vas selected for testing. The protocol vas tested in a
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2-week graduate workshop to determine the extent to which a. group of 
experienced teachers could, upon completion of the protocol training 
module, demonstrate the skills and behaviors emphasized in a peer- 
miaroteaahing lesson. Pre- and posttest behaviors vere categorized 
according to conventions developed at the Far Vest Laboratory. Results 
indicate that this group of .teachers was able'to demonstrate the acquired 
use of the three encouragement f kills stressed'in the protocol to a 
significant degree in a mioroteaohing peer-teaching demonstration 
lesson. (HE.NS.IS) 

Rezba; Richard James. Preparation of Pre-Serv1ce Science Teachers 1n the Use 
of Alternate Laboratory Teacher Behaviors. 1971.[EDI10269] 
4n attempt was made to' develop an appropriate teaching model to aid 
prospective science teachers in acquiring teaching skills and behavioral 
patterns appropriate for inquiry-orientfd laboratory activities and 
experiments. Data were collected from too groups of secondary science 
methods students on their verbal behavior while in the role of laboratory 
instructor during microteaohmg sessions. Verbal behavior of expert- 
mental group 1 was recorded before and after instructional treatment. 
For group 8 verbal behavior was recorded on two occasions following 
treatment. Treatment consisted of a printed model of behaviors, and 
a perceptual model, employing these laboratory teacher behaviors. ..Major 
conclusion* drawn include: (11 the.instructional treatment caused a 
significant increase in use of indirect verbal behaviors on 10 of 14 
indirect criterion variables for group 1 and significantly decreased 
the use of lecture} (2) none vere found for group 2, indicating a high 
degree of stability of participants ̂ verbal patterns following treatment. 
There vere significant differences attributable to high and low flexibil- 
ity, as measured by the Philosophio-ttindedness Scale, on one criterion 
variable for group 1 and on three for group 2. (Sec.Sc.PS) 

Seaton, Hal, and Maola, Joseph. "HIcrbteacMngi, A Proposal for Manpower 
Development and Training Improvement." Journal of Employment Counseling 
11; 2 (June. 1974) 85-88. [EJ099032] 
Hicroteaching, using videotape equipment as a training aid, may 
enhance the skills and effectiveness of trainees in Manpower Development 
Training Centers, allows the trainee to learn through manipulative 
experience and to receive immediate feedback regarding his performance, 
and provides program coordinators vith a means of evaluating the efficiency, 
effectiveness, and utility of the center and its facilities as veil as 
providing a starting point for trainee improvement. (N.NS.NS) 

Short, Murray, Ed., and ROZIM, Mary, Ed. Micro teaching; A Technique for 
Training Teachers to Teach Elementary Children. 1972. [ED076S48] 
A program report on the Hetoalf Mioroteaohing Project yt Illinois 
State University, 1989. The report details the program (college students 
acted as participant teachers), teacher observation, and evaluation. 
Benefits of the program are also noted: mioroteaohing- tutted as a 
reinforeer of classroom work, it gave additional opportunities to less 
able students, and it provided interest* in new subject matters. The
report discusses problems vith the program, including pupils missing 
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part of their regular classes and the lack of correlation between 
mioroteaohing lessons and .lessons being taught at the elementary 
school. (HE.NS.PS) 

Stukat, [ED073630] Karl-Gustaf. "M1croteach1ng." School Research Newsletter.  1972. 

This newsletter reviews' two experiments in Mioroteaohing that were 
conducted in Sweden. The first experiment sought to^determine whether
microteaohing was appropriate for teacher training. Using a factorial
design study, the investigators concluded that mioroteaohing did not
have any long term effects on the teachers. The second experiment 
was designed to allow student teachers to distinguish "effective" 
from "less effective" teacher behavior. Flanders ' interaction 
analysis was taught to the student teachers so that they could evaluate
themselves on videotape. The results showed positive attitudes to 
self confrontation. (HE.NS.PS) 

•Hood, Robert H., and Hess, Roger,"** "A Progran 1n Microteaching for Prospeo 
tive  Elementary Teachers." Supervisors Quarterly 6; 1 (Fall, 1970)
24-28. [EJ028541] (El. NS.~KJ

Teacher Educafclonr Foreign languager 

Altman, Howard B., and Ramlrez, Amulfo 6. "Beyond Micro-Teaching: Some First 
Steps In Individualizing Pre-Servlce Training for Foreign Language 
Teachers." Modern Language Journal 55; 5 (May. 1971) 276-289. [EJ036762] 
(N.FL.PS) 

Bartley,' Diana. Practice-Centered Teacher Training for TESOL. Paper presented 
at Annual Meeting of the PNCFL, Spokane, Hasfi.. 1974. [ED102837] 
The 1971 and 1972 summer institutes in Adult Basic Education TESOL 
(ABS-TSSOL) held at the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee are 
described. The purpose of the institutes was to train experienced 
teachers of adults who speak either a foreign language or a nonstandard 
dialect of English and who have achieved the educational equivalence of 
eighth grade or less. The teachers were trained in contemporary 
theories and methodologies in>a practice-centered teacher training 
program based on in-oircuit television and microteaohing. There were 
three basic components of the institutes: (1) the seminars and workshops; 
(2) the miaroteaohing, and (3) conferences with community consultants. 
(HE.FL.PS)

and D1 Pletro, Robert J. "M1croteach1ng and ABE-TESOL: A Model Program."
American Foreign Language Teacher 4; 1 (Fall. 1973) 15-16. 37. [EJ087954] 
Describee a model summer institute for training teachers of English 
as a second language in adult basic education and the use of mioro 
teaohing as a method for presentation of instructional materials. 
(NS.FL.PS) 
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Seattle, N. M., and leather, D. C. B. "Mlcroteachlng 1n the Training of 
Teachers of Modern Languages: Some Preliminary Comments." Audio- 
Visual Language Journal 9; 3 (Winter, 1971) 117-121. [EJ056736] 
(N.FL.PS) 

British Council, London, England. Training Teachers of English as a
Second or Foreign Language. Specialised Bibliography. 1973. IED115094] 
(N.FL.PS) 

Carver, David, and Wallace, M. J. "Some Applications of Micro-Teaching to 
TESL." English Language Teaching Journal 29; 3 (April, 1975) 184-190. 
[E0116122J (N. FL. IS) 

OeLorenzo, WHHan E. "Mlcroteachlng as a Transitional Technique to 
Student [EJ124335] Teaching." (HE.FL.P5Foreign Language Annals  8; 3 (Oct. 1975)239-245. 

Probst, Glen Weston. Overview of an Activity-Referenced Foreign Language 
Methods Course.  1974.  [ED102845]
This paper offers suggestions about the content and. organisation of 
a foreign language methods oourse. It begins uith a list of basio 
teaohing skills that must be taught: (1) directing a pattern drill, 
(2) teaohing a concrete oor3,~(3} teaching an abstract word, (4) 
teaohing a short dialogue, (6) teaching a oontrastive structure in 
morphology and syntax, (6) developing and using grammatical general 
isations, (?) teaching the initial step's .of reading, and (8) presenting 
culture capsules. The methods course 'described here is divided into 
three phases. The first phase has the student micro-teaching his peer 
group. During the second phase the methods students micro-teach 
students of high school or junior high school age. The final phase 
puts the methods student in an authentic practice-teaching situation' 
at the college level. After each phase an oral self-evaluation is 
solicited from each student teacher, and the members of the class just 
taught are also asked to give feedback about the methods student. 
Several other activities that might be included in the methods course 
are recommended here: (1) materials evaluation, (2) constructing 
learning activity packets, (3) uriting tests, (4) Marking vith inter 
action analysis, (5) employing the media, (6) developing visual packages, 
(?) uriting instructional objectives, (8) student projects, and 
(9) lectures by professionals in the field of education. (HE.FL.PS) 

Wolfe, David E. "The Direct Experiences of Mlcroteachlng and Team Teaching 
1n FL Teacher Education." Foreign Language Annals 5; 2 (December, 1971) 
226-234. [EJ047650] (N.NS.PS) 

Postsecondary Teaching: 

Davls, Arnold R. "Mlcroteachlng'ln a Small Liberal Arts College." Audio 
visual Instruction 16; 3 (March. 1971) 80-82. [EJ034765] (HE.NS.P5) 
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Johnson, 6>enn R., et al. Improving College Teaching via Mlcroteachlng and 
Interaction Analysis; A Handbook for Professors and Prospective 
Instructors. January. 1974. [EDI029331 
A method for combining the techniques of miaroteaohing vith thoee of 
interaction process analysis is presented. Using this method a matrix 
analysis ,ean- be performed which uill give a teacher feedback on the 
target -objectives for a given miaroteaohing session. This handbook 
gives the rationale for this method, presents a General Inventory 
Guide for Evaluating Miaroteaohing (GIGEM) and illustrates its use 
vith transcripts.^ (N.NS.IS) 

Mellon, Edward K., and Dence, Joseph B. "Orientation for Teaching Assistants 
Using Vldeorecorded Mlcroteachlng." Journal of Chemical Education
48; 10 (October, 1971) 674-675. (H.CH7I5)——————

Personal Growth Counseling. Assertion Training. Self Assessment; 

Bierschenk, Bernhard. Perceptual, Evaluative, and Behavioral Changes 
Through Externally Mediated Self-Confrontation: Explorations and 
Experiments In Hlcrosettlnqs. May. 1974. LED0921S4J 
The development and application of the idea of miaroteaohing in 
research and education is described in this report. It examinee 
the use of different feedback devices for self-control and self- 
direction. The main conclusions reached are: 11 ) externally mediated 
self-confrontation via CCTV/VS is a therapeutic treatment^ and (S) 
miorosetting models still are without theoretical foundations. 
(HE.NS.NS) 

Elsenrath, Dennis £., et al. "Mlcroteachlng Interviewing Skills." 
Journal [EJ056145]of Counseling  Psychology 19; 2 (March, 1972) 150-155. 

An audiotaped program teaching intervieaing skills uas developed 
incorporating a miaroteaohing component approach. The study inves 
tigated the effectiveness of a programed approach in the development 
of interview skills. (N.NS.NS.) 

Gormally, James, et al. 'A Microtraining Approach to Assertion Training.* 
Journal of Counseling Psychology 22; 4 ('July, 1975) 299-303. [EJ123558] 
Evaluates a microtraining approach for training situationally non- 
assertioe clients in assertive expression. Procedure included 
individualised training situations and a test of generalination. 
Itiarotraining, regardless of feedback type, increased self-rated and 
objectively rated assertiveness compared to an insight-oriented 
counseling control. (AE.AsTr.NS.) 

Junes,'Margaret A. The Effect of Reinforcement on the Self-image and 
Attitude Toward School of Minority Youngsters. Final JteporT 
June. 1973. IED078123J 
This investigation attempted to determine uhether pre-servioe 
teachers vho had been trained through micro-teaching in Hie skill of 
using reinforcement could bring about any change in minority youngsters' 
attitudes about themselves and about school. All student teachers had 
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complete control of one olaaa from the first day in the fall until 
school closed, in June.- Each student teacher administered pre and 
post inventories to the pupils in this class. Mean change scores were 
computed for each student teacher and a comparison of the too groups 
indicates that teachers who have been trained to use reinforcement 

 may effect positive changes in their pupils' self-image, but have a 
negative effect on their pupils' attitude toward school. (HE.NS.PS) 

Taylor, Stephen S., and Jahns, Irwin R. The Effects of M1crotra1n1ng for 
Attending Behaviors 1n Adult Testing (no date of publication). 
[ED094108]
It has been the experience of most adult basic education teachers that 
their students are apprehensive about taking tests. The study 
evaluates the effects of training adult basic education teachers in 
behavioral attending skills. 'Too basic questions were investigated: 
(1) would the training of instructors in the use of behavior attending 
skills lead to a corresponding decrease in teat anxiety on the part of 

' examinees? and (2) what was the degree of permanence of the subjects' learned behavioral skills? A 1-hour micro-training session with an 

experimental and control group was used. 'It was found that the 
experimental group of teachers differed eignifioantly from the control 
group in the behavioral skills of attending after training and that 
this, difference uaa maintained 2. months later It was also found that 

  this test anxiety was lover for examinees tested by the experimental   
group than those tested by the control group. (HE.NS.IS) 

Technical Skills of Teaching; 

Graham, George M. "A Bridge Between 'What Is' and 'What Could Be.  " 
Physical Educator 32; 1 (March, 1975) 14-16.. [EJ131654] 
This article presents seven teaching behaviors which have been 
organised into a sequential progression for utilisation with under 
graduate trainees prior to student teaching. (HE.PE.PS). 

Kentucky University. Teaching Skills Program. 1975. [ED117063] (Sec.NS.PS) 

Mlnlcourse: 

Borg, Walter A. "The Mlnlcourse as a Vehicle for Changing Teacher 
Behavior: A Three-Year Follow-Up." Journal of Educational Psychology 
63; 6 (December, 1972) 572-579. [EJ067597J -(N.N5.I5) 

"The Mlnlcourse—A Milestone on the Road to Better Teaching." 
British Journal of Educational Technology 2; 1 (January, 1971) 14-23.' 
This article describes a large-scale teacher education program which 
employs a self-contained package of materials designed to train 
teachers to use specific teaching skills, (N.NS.IS) 

Bredange, Gunlog. and T1ng*sell, Jan-Gumar. Transfer and Adaptation to 
Swedish Teacher Training of Mlnlcourse 1; Effective Questioning. 
June. 1974. [EDI14369J (N.NS.PS) 
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Dunning, Barbara B., and Gall, Meredith D. "A Very Legitimate Pride." 
Arithmetic Teacher 18; 5 (May. 1971) 339-344. [EJ039138] 
The minicourse Individualizing Instruction in Mathematics by the 
Far West Laboratory for Education Research and Development is 
described. (HE.Mth.IS) 

Gall , Meredith D.', et al. Comparison of Instructional Media 1n a Hlnlcourse 
on Higher Cognitive Questioning. Paper presented at the Annual 
Meeting of the AERA, Chicago, 111., April, 1972. [ED064326] 
The two main purposes of this study were: (1) to determine the effect* 
iveness of a teacher training program "Minioourae 9: Higher Cognitive* 
Questioning"; and (2) to compare the relative effectiveness'of two 
instructional teohniquea in changing teacher behavior-observation of 
videotaped model teachers displaying classroom skills, and reading 
of transcripts derived directly from the videotapes. A group 'of. 
54 teachers took Minioourse 9. A separate group of 24 teachers sen/ed 
as controls. A pre-r and post-measure of each teacher's discussion 
behavior were collected. The two student response- measures--frequency 

"and length ofhigher cognitive responses--both increased favorably as a
consequence of the Minioourse. The study indicates that the course 
waa ineffective in changing <teaohera use of re focusing. It also 
indicates that the written Version of Minioourse 9 is at least 
equally as effective aa the video version. On acme course indices, 
suoh as probing questions, the written version is clearly superior. 
However, the written materials used in this study were developed 
directly from videotapes, and as a result, probably had greater 
realism and interest than if composed by a writer who created the 
classroom dialogue. (N.NS.IS) 

Grunewald, Robert N. School District-UniversityCooperation 1n Competency- 
Based Inservke Teacher Education. 1973. [ED096259] 
This, article describes a jointly planned and jointly evaluated 
course offered through Washington State University General Extension. 
The purpose of the course was to improve instruction in elementary 
classrooms through use of competency-based training materials (mini- 
courses) from the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and 
Development.- The Minioouree used, entitled "Minicourse I, Effective 
Questioning: Elementary Level, " woe designed to improve the questioning 
and discussion skills of primary and intermediate grade teachers. 

•(El.NS.IS) 

Oliver, Hugh. "Mlcroteachlng and M1n1courses." Orbit 1; 5 (December, 1970) 
3-5. [EJ030119] (N.NS.IS) 

Ska11and, As Decoding. Dawn. Teacher 1973. Education [ED074719] Through Hlnlcourse 18; Teaching Reading  

The teaching of reading as a decoding process was an educational 
strategy ueed by the Minioourse 18 model of teacher education. This 
report analyses the field data taken from four school test sites and 
assesses the effeotiveneae of the etrategy. Multivariate Statiatioal 
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 analysis shows the- program hoe a significant effect in course-approved
 directions of teaching behavior',^ but reveals little difference on. 
teacher -entry and gain scores for central cityas opposed to' suburban 
teachers. An independent study that ran concurrently 'with the 
Minioourse 19 field testa showed that student achievement .favored the 
use' of this strategy.. (H.Rd. 13) 

State -University of New York, Fredonla. The Usefulness of Mini course I 
In the Inservice Training of Elementary. Teachers. F^nal Report. 
March, 1972. [ED072006] 
Fifty-two teachers in IS widely distributedsltew Jork schools par- 
tioipated in the pro graft on a voluntary basis-. Thirteen Minioourse 

    sessions were completed according to a timetable. Each instructional 
sequence required 1 week for participating teams to complete. A 

^follow-up study, during the second semester, provided materials 
for each participating teacher in six schools. The primary source of 

  data was three recorded teaching episodes* 16 minutes in length, 
which were collected prior to 'the beginning of the Minioourse program, 
at the- end of the program, and at the end of a 8-month period following 
the program. Results indicated that teachers' behavior changed in 
directions 'intended by the Miniaourse program and that the qualitative 
changes were well beyond the level required for statistical significance. 
(El.NS.IS) 

    Strong, William. "Plugging in the Minicourse." English Education 3; 2 (Winter, 1972)
96-102. [EJ053328] 

Discusses^ the rationale for miniaourses and microteaohing and the 
value 'of their use in methods courses^ to^help prospective teachers 
acquire competence in basic teaching 'skills. (N.NS.PS) 

Texas Information Service, Austin, teacher Training Through the H1n1course. 1^72. [ED083127] 
Presented is ad information package designed to answer questions 
regarding -the- use of m-tcroteaching. and the Far West Laboratory's
Minicourses. (N.NS.IS)- 

Hard .'-Beatrice, et al. The M1n1cours.e In Teacher Education. A Report on 
Minicourse Utilization In Teacher Corps Programs. 1972. ED091356J 
Thie monographf divided. into three sections, describes minicourses, 
outlines their possible application, presents reports from three 
teacher training institutions that demonstrated miniaourses in 
conjunction with their Teacher Corps programs, and suggests guidelines 
for  minicourse utilization in teacher education. (HE.NS.PS) 

Weathersby, Rita. "Minicourses .for Teachers." 'Instructor Development 
2; 5 (February, 1971). 3. [EJ033661] .(N.NO5) 

Uerner, Edwenna R;, et al. The Minicourse as a Method for Training Teachers' 
to Stimulate Divergent Thinking. Paper presented at the annual meeting 
of the AERA, Chicago, 111., April, 1972. .[ED064340] 
Fifty-nine inservice teachers in grades 1 through 12 took "Minioourse 20: 
Divergent Thinking, " a course training teachers' to use brainsiorming to 
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stimulate divergent thinking Sn students. Topee of brainetoming' 
sessions ttere made before^ after, and seven vseks after the oouree 
ended, Experimental teaohere improved significantly tore than the 
controls in the skills of not. evaluating during brainstorming and 
not malting unnecessary contents (e.g., repeating ansasrs) or ehaping 
Student ideas (•.&., probing anevers). They did not that improvement 
in the use of teohniauee such a* categorising to stimulate more 
divergent brainsUming. Teaching skills vere acquired equally yell 
by teaohere vho mierotaught vith .audiotape feedback and by thoee vho 
miarotought ttith videotape feedback. Control teaohere shoved no 
gaine in teaching tkille. Brainetoming responses given by students of 
the teaohere vera analysed: tlementary students shoved significantly 
greater gaine in fluency, flexibility, and originality than the 
oantrol group. The eeeondary eomple did not improve. There nor* no 
eignifiotmt differenoee betueen experimental and oontrol groupe 9 the 
Torranoe Teete of Creative Thinking given before and teven tteeke after 
the oouree. (El I Stc. HS.IS) 

¥. HbtloqrtpMes. Concept Proqn«s. Critical «nd ProUymlsts'* Ptpert 

CVlft, Curies. VldeoUpe! A Synthesis of »e<Mrch In the the of Audfo- 
V1sml topUy for Instructional DeveTopMent; A Selected Bibliography 
of Videotape UtITmtlon. P«per presented at the Annual Meeting of 
The Speech CoMinlcatlon Association,* New York City, Nove*>er ( 1973. 
[ED085785] 
'This paper syntheeitee research in videotape utilisation within 
several disciplines teacher education, counselor education, psycho 
logical therapy, business training, and speech education vith three 
objectives: to bring mass oommmiaation educators up to date in the 
non-broadcast ness and techniques of video tape t to provide guidelines 
/or videotape utilisation; and to encourage educators in mass 
motivations to convey these guidelines through workshops or seminars 
to utilizers of videotape eystems in other disciplines.* 
(«.Co,PTh.Bs.Sp.l$)

Cllft. J. C., end ftol ley. J. 1. |1b11 of with 
Selected 1974. IWHOJ42SJ 
This bibliography impart of a larger etudy on the cost effectiveness 
of miaroteoohing and is divided into four sections. The first three 
sections contain Wmannotated entries; and include bibliographies, 
rtvieve,**a general, references. The last section contains annotations 
for It documents. (HC.NS.KS) 

Cooper, Jwes, tt tl. Elcroteechlnq; Selected Papers. 1971. [EOOSS960] 
Aie is the second of I series of three bulletins dealing vtth 
'Supervisory Strategies? in Clinioal Uperiencee.' The first of tne 
9ao papers, Tricroteaching: Ustory and Present Status, 0 by Jamm» H. 

.Cooper end Dvight V. Alien, begins with m definition of microteaohing as, 
m teaching situation vhiok is sealsd dovn in term of time and makers 
of etudente, but vhioh it mot synonymous witn simulated teaching, as the 
teacher, students, end lesson era all mreal.' The history of miaro- 
teeahing from it» development in WM is outlined, foliated by on 
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explanation of the rationale, the ueee of mioroteaohing in pretervioe 
and ineervioe training, and the training of oollege toaahere. Reeoaroh 
evidence on the effeotiveneee of mioroteaahing ie examined and the 
teaching ekille involved are lieted. there ie a bibliography of 68 
item. The eeoond paper, *Miarotoaohing in Teacher Education 
Program,* by Robert P. Sehtiok, ooneidtre three programe: (1) the 
original Stanford Teacher Education Project, uhioh developed nine 
epeoifio technical ekille in eeoondary education;^!) the Brigham loung 
University Program, uhioh forme part of the preeervioe curriculum; and 
(3) the San Joee State College Study of that inetitution'i program for 
elementary intern teaohere. A brief concluding eeotion euggeete that 
mioroteaohing holde pramiee ae a reeearoh etrategy for inveetigaton 
intereeted in.pajtemfof inttruotion. (N.NS.IS ft PS) 

Falut, I., and McAleese. Raymond.- "A Bibliography of Nlcroteachlng." 
Progrnnngd LeirnlM and Education Technology 12; 1 (January. 1975) 
34-53. IE Jl 17923] (N.NS.NS) 

Kirkton. Carole JUsley. "An ERIC Guide to THcrotMcMng Evaluation." 
English Education 2; 3 (Spring. 1971) 142-149. [EJ039968] (N.MS.PS) 

Mtnif, Dintl An Examination of tht teSMrch on th« Effectivenest of H1cro» 
teaching as « Te«cher Training Methodology. Marcn. 1973. [ED0832Z7J 
Jttie paper~revi+>e t9 etotdiee on mioroteaohing, fooueing on three 
main areae: (oj the rationale behind it* MM,, .(b) the. oonditione and 
degreee of poeeible goal attainment,, and (o) polity making in teacher 
education in relation to it. (HE.NS.PS) 

IkAltts*. N. (Uymd. "MIcrotMcMng: A Urn Tool In th« Traliiipo of TNcherf." 
Educational Review 25; 2 (February. 19731 131-142. [EJ077153] (H.HS.PS) 

and and Unwln, Unwln, Dtrlck. Dtrlck. "A "A Bibliography Bibliography of of MIcroUacMng."MIcroUacMng." frooraiiped 
CMmlnq and Educational Technology 10} 1 (January. 1973)2-1. [W071 729 J 
(N.NS.NS) 

"A Selective Survey of NIcroteacMng.* Proqra«»itd iMrnlnq -and 
Rucatlonal Technology 8; 1 (January, 1971) 10-21. [EJ042639J (N.NS.PS) 

Perelre. fetert and fcielcher, William. The Sk11l« of Teaching; A Dynmlc 
Approach. 1970. [£0049162] 
Three premieee underliethe practice of 'mioroteaohing Otat muoh'of 
teaching consists of behoviore, that the total performance oan be 
broken into smallerpieoee of behavior vith .little oomideration given 
to the relationship between theee parte, and a teaching performance 
oan' be veefully  analytod vithovt ooneiatraticn of uhat preotdee or 
/blUve. it. The firet danger in thie approaah arieme from the prob 
lem o/ Isolating the *oonetit*ente of teaching and lotting tt) a 
doctrinaire liet of ekille. The eeoond danger ie failure to ooneidtr 
hoti different parte of oamplem behavior interact vith each other. 
The analogiee drat* betueen teaching painting ekille or the training 
of a pilot and the preparation of « teeoher overlook the obviotej 
difference betueen paint* orplanee and etudenti, uho are capable 
 f eating independently of the teaoher^e viehee, thtmi preventing « 
eloeed feedback eyetem union would permit on accurate evaluation of 
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th« t*aah*r't behavior. Primary *mpha»i* therefor* thould b* 'on 
th* aomeUition of prinoipl** to guide cation with eeoondary 
emphcmi* on til* development of ekill*. Thi* dynanio ekill* approach 
regard* tkill* at behavior in contest with a perception of what 
preoeded it and an antiaipation of what May folloa. It- provide* 
th* t*aoh*r with a oonoeptml model in whioh there it tuffioient 
freedom within the etruotur* for th* etudent* to explore alternative 
path* to th* deeired goal. (N.NS.NS) 

S»dktr. Hyr«, and Cooptr. Jams H. "What Do Mt Know About M1crottach1ng?" 
Educational Lt«dersh1p 29; 6 (March 1972) 547-51. (EJ054703HN.NS.PS) 
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of Education, designed to serve and advance American education. Its 
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physical education, and recreation education. 

ACQUISITIONS 
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But the. majority of documents must come unsolicited, from researchers, 
teachers, and project directors who have produced or are producing 
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the abstract journal. Resources In Education (RIE). The majority of RIE 
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locations (universities, public libraries, professional associations, 
government agencies) that have an ERIC microfiche collection. Documents 
can usually be purchased 1n microfiche or "hardcopy" (xerographic repro 
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190, Arlington, Va. 22210. 
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